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Minimal Model Generationwith Positive Unit Hyper-Resolution TableauxFran�cois Bry1 and Adnan Yahya1;2bry@informatik.uni-muenchen.de yahya@informatik.uni-muenchen.de1 Institut f�ur Informatik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unchen, Germany2 Electrical Engineering Department, Birzeit University, Birzeit, PalestineAbstract. Herbrand models for clausal theories are useful in severalareas of computer science. In most cases, however, the conventional mo-del generation algorithms are inappropriate because they generate non-minimal Herbrand models and can be ine�cient. This article describes anovel approach for generating minimal Herbrand models of clausal theo-ries. The approach builds upon positive unit hyper-resolution (PUHR)tableaux, that are in general smaller than conventional tableaux. To ge-nerate only minimal Herbrand models, a complement splitting expansionrule and a speci�c search strategy are applied. The proposed procedureis optimal in the sense that each minimal model is generated only once,and nonminimal models are rejected before their complete construction.First measurements on an implementation point to its e�ciency.1 Introduction:Generating Herbrand models of clausal theories is useful in several areas of com-puter science. In automated theorem proving, models can assist in making con-jectures, that can be later checked for provability with conventional provers. Inautomated theorem proving and program veri�cation, model generation can alsobe applied to searching for counter-examples to conjectures. Model generationis useful in logic programming and deductive databases for specifying their de-clarative semantics, in some approaches to query answering [2, 6, 14], and innonmonotonic reasoning [5].The conventional tableaux methods [3] are however inappropriate as modelgeneration procedures because they often return redundant models [5, 10, 13].The a posteriori detection of redundant models is tedious and might be time con-suming. Moreover, redundant models are a source of ine�ciency because theyblow up the search space. This article describes a method for generating mi-nimal Herbrand models of clausal theories. The proposed procedure is optimalin the sense that each minimal model is generated only once, and nonminimalmodels are rejected as soon as possible, in general before their complete con-struction. First measurements on an implementation point to the e�ciency ofthe procedure.The method is based on positive unit hyper-resolution tableaux (short PUHRtableaux), a (novel) formalization of an approach �rst introduced with the theo-



rem prover SATCHMO [8]. PUHR tableaux are ground and positive, more preci-sely their nodes consist of sets of ground atoms and disjunctions of ground atoms.They are expanded by means of only two rules, the positive unit hyper-resolutionand the splitting (a simple version of � expansion) rules, from range-restrictedclauses. Range-restriction is a syntactical property required in deductive da-tabase languages which is comparable to Skolemization: although requiring anextension of the language, it preserves models in a certain sense. Both the bran-ching factor and the size of the nodes of PUHR tableaux can be signi�cantlysmaller than those of conventional tableaux. Positive unit hyper-resolution ma-kes it possible not to blindly instantiate universally quanti�ed variables. Instead,it combines in one step instantiations (or  expansions [3]) and splittings (or �expansion [3]), thus reducing the depth of PUHR tableaux.In order to restrict the generation of nonminimalmodels, a complement split-ting (or reduction in [11], folding-down in [7]) rule is applied in lieu of the classicalsplitting rule. Because PUHR tableaux are ground, complement splitting can benicely and e�ciently built into the method. While discarding many nonminimalmodels, and preventing the generation of duplicate models, complement split-ting is not always su�cient to reject all nonminimal models. In order to pruneredundant models as soon as possible, a special depth �rst search strategy isapplied. The resulting procedure is sound in the sense that it generates onlyminimal models, and complete in the sense that it returns all minimal modelsof the input theory. A variation, we call MM-SATCHMO, of the SATCHMOprogram is given, which implements the minimal model generation procedure.The plan of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces termino-logy and notations, de�nes range-restriction and PUHR tableaux, and recalls theSATCHMO implementation of PUHR tableaux. Section 3 is devoted to model ge-neration using PUHR tableaux. Section 4 de�nes the minimal model generationprocedure as a modi�ed PUHR tableaux method and gives the implementationof MM-SATCHMO. The last chapter compares the proposed procedure withother approaches discussed in the literature, draws some conclusions, and pointsto possible directions for future research.For space reasons, this article contains no proofs. They can be found in itscomplete version, which is remotely accessible via WWW.32 Preliminaries2.1 Terminology and NotationThroughout the paper usual terminology and notations are used, as in e.g. [3].When not explicitly otherwise stated, a �rst-order language L is implicitly assu-med. It is also assumed that two special atoms > and ? are available, expressingrespectively truth and falsity, i.e. > is satis�ed in every interpretation, no inter-pretations satisfy ? .3 http://www.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/pms/publikationen/berichte/minimal-models.ps.gz



Every clause C = L1 _ ::: _ Lk with negative literals f:A1; :::;:Ang andpositive literals fB1; :::; Bmg can be represented by a clause in implication form:C0 = A1 ^ :::: ^ An ! B1 _ ::: _ Bm. A1 ^ :::: ^ An is called the body of C 0,B1_ :::_Bm its head. If C contains no negative literals, C 0 = >! B1_ :::_Bm.If C contains no positive literals, C 0 = A1 ^ ::::^An !?.A uni�er (resp. most general uni�er) � of a conjunction of atoms (A1^::::^An)and a sequence of atoms (B1; :::; Bn) is a uni�er such that Ai� = Bi�, for alli = 1; :::; n. If (A1 ^ ::::^An) and (B1; :::; Bn) have a uni�er, they are uni�able.An interpretation of L will be denoted as a pair (D;m) where the nonemptyset D is the universe (or domain) and m is the mapping interpreting the symbolsand expressions of the language.The universal closure of a clause C is 8x1:::8xnC, where x1; :::; xn are thevariables occurring in C. A clause (resp. a set of clauses) is said to be satis�edby an interpretation when the universal closure of the clause (resp. the set ofthe universal closures of the clauses) is satis�ed by this interpretation. A clause(resp. a set of clauses) is said to be satis�able if it has at least one interpretationin which it is satis�ed. A clause (resp. a set of clauses) is said to be �nitelysatis�able if it is satis�ed by an interpretation with a �nite domain.A term or formula in which no variable occurs is said to be ground. If A is aset of ground atoms, H(A) denotes the Herbrand interpretation which satis�esa ground atom B if and only if B 2 A. A Herbrand interpretation H(A) is saidto be �nitely representable if A is �nite. Since confusions can be avoided fromthe context, a set of formulas having a �nitely representable Herbrand modelwill be said to be �nitely representable. Note that �nite representability (of setsof formulas) and �nite satis�ability are two distinct properties.The subset relationship � over sets of ground atoms induces an order � onHerbrand interpretations: given two sets A1 and A2 of ground atoms, H(A1) �H(A2) if and only if A1 � A2. If S is a set of clauses, � induces an order onHerbrand models of S. A Herbrand model H(A) of S is said to be a minimalHerbrand model of S if it is minimal for �, i.e. for every Herbrand model H(A0)of S, if H(A0) � H(A), then A0 = A.If E is a set of formulas, Units(E) denotes the set of unit clauses that areelements of E . Variables are denoted by x with or without subscripts, constantsby a, b, c or d, predicate symbols by P , Q, and R, and function symbols by f .2.2 Range RestrictionDe�nition1. (Range restricted clause) A clause (resp. a clause in implica-tion form) is said to be range restricted if every variable occurring in a positive(resp. head) literal also appears in a negative (resp. body) literal.Clearly, a range restricted clause in implication form is ground if its body isground, e.g. if it is >. A transformation is �rst de�ned, which associates a setRR(S) of range restricted clauses in implication form with every set S of clausesin implication form.



De�nition2. (Range restriction transformation) Let L0 be an extensionof the language L with a unary predicate D (not belonging to L).For every L-clause C = A1 ^ ::: ^ An ! B1 _ ::: _ Bm, let RR(C) be thefollowing L0-clause:RR(C) :=8>><>>:C if C is range restricted;D(x1) ^ :::^D(xk) ^A1 ^ :::^An ! B1 _ :::_Bm otherwise,where x1; :::; xk are the variables occurring in the Bis and in noneof the Ajs.Let S be a set of L-clauses. For a term t distinct from a variable occurringin S, let Ct be the L0-clause:Ct := �D(x1) ^ :::^D(xk)! D(t) if the variables x1; :::; xk occur in t;>! D(t) if no variables occur in t.Let � be the set of nonvariable terms occurring in S. Let S 0 be the following setof L0-clauses: S0 := �fCt j t 2 �g if � 6= ;;fCag otherwise, for some constant a.RR(S) := fRR(C) j C 2 Sg [ S 0 is the range restriction of S.Note that by construction the clauses in RR(S) are range restricted and thatRR(S) is �nite if S is �nite. Strictly speaking, the range restriction transforma-tion does not preserve models because it extends the language. The followingtheorem, however, shows that it preserves models in a certain sense, similar tothe way Skolemization does.Theorem3. Let S be a set of clauses in a language L and RR(S) be the rangerestriction of S (in an extension L0 of L with a unary predicate D).1. If (D;m) is a model of S and if m0 is the mapping over L0 de�ned as follows:m0(s) := �m(s) if s 6= D;D if s = D:then (D;m0) is a model of RR(S).2. If (D;m0) is a model of RR(S), then (D;m0jL) is a model of S, where m0jLdenotes the restriction of m0 to L.In the context of PUHR tableaux, the range restriction transformation in-duces an enumeration of the ground terms, making the  expansion rule ofconventional tableaux [3] superuous. Thus, if the procedures presented in thispaper are applied to a set RR(S) obtained from S by the transformation above,then the newly introduced atoms with predicate D have basically the same e�ectas an instantiation rule for the clauses of the original set S.When applied in a refutation procedure, instantiation is often a source ofine�ciency. Note, however, that this is not the case for model generation. Incontrast to refutation, model generation requires instantiation anyway, indeed,for Herbrand models are characterized as sets of ground atoms.



De�nition4. (Positive unit hyperresolution) Let C = A1 ^ ::: ^ An !E1 _ ::: _ Em be a clause in implication form, B1; :::; Bn be n atoms such that(A1 ^ ::: ^ An) uni�es with (B1; :::; Bn). If � is a most general uni�er of (A1 ^:::^An) and (B1; :::; Bn), then (E1_ :::_Em)� is a positive unit hyper-resolventof C and B1; :::; Bn.Lemma5. The positive unit hyper-resolvent of a range restricted clause in im-plication form and ground atoms is a ground atom or a disjunction of groundatoms.Note that no occur-checks are needed for computing the positive unit hyper-resolvent of a range restricted clause in implication form and ground atoms.2.3 Positive Unit Hyper-Resolution TableauxStarting from the set f>g, the PUHR tableaux method expands a tree { orpositive unit hyper-resolution (PUHR) tableau { for a set S of range restrictedclauses in implication form by applying the following expansion rules that arede�ned with respect to S. The nodes of a PUHR tableau are sets of groundatoms or disjunctions of ground atoms.De�nition6. (PUHR tableaux expansion rules) Let S be a set of clausesin implication form.Positive unit hyper-resolution (PUHR) rule: Splitting rule:B1 E1 _E2... E1 j E2BnE�where � is a most general uni�er of the body of aclause (A1 ^ :::^An ! E) 2 S with (B1; :::; Bn).In the following de�nition, the splitting rule is applied to ground disjunctions.De�nition7. (PUHR tableaux) Positive unit hyper-resolution (PUHR) ta-bleaux for a set S of clauses in implication form are trees whose nodes are setsof ground atoms and disjunctions of ground atoms. They are inductively de�nedas follows:1. f>g is a positive unit hyper-resolution tableau for S.2. If T is a positive unit hyper-resolution tableau for S, if L is a leaf of Tsuch that an application of the PUHR rule (resp. splitting rule) to formulasin L yields a formula E (resp. two formulas E1 and E2), then the tree T 0obtained from T by adding the node L[fEg (resp. the two nodes L[fE1gand L[fE2g) as successor(s) to L is a positive unit hyper-resolution tableaufor S.



A branch of a positive unit hyper-resolution tableau is said to be closed, if itincludes a node containing the atom ?. A positive unit hyper-resolution tableauis said to be closed if all its branches are closed. A branch (resp. tableau) whichis not closed is said to be open. A positive unit hyper-resolution tableau T forS is said to be satis�able if the union of S with the nodes of a branch of T issatis�able.Note that if P is a path from the root to a node N of a PUHR tableaux, thenby De�nition 7, N = [P.Example 1. Figure 1 gives a PUHR tableau for the following set of clauses:>! P (a) _Q(b) P (b)!?P (x)! P (f(x)) _Q(f(x)) P (f(x))!?Q(x)! P (x)_R(x) P (x) ^Q(f(x))!?For the sake of readability, the nodes of the tree of Figure 1 are labeled with theground atoms or disjunctions of ground atoms added at these nodes. We recallthat by De�nition 7 the nodes of a PUHR tableau are sets of ground atoms anddisjunctions of ground atoms. >P (a) _Q(b)ffffffffffffff VVVVVVVVVVP (a) Q(b)P (f(a)) _Q(f(a))lllll RRRRR P (b) _ R(b)qqqq MMMMP (f(a)) Q(f(a)) P (b) R(b)? ? ?Fig. 1. A PUHR tableau.Sets of clauses for which PUHR tableaux are de�ned may be in�nite. Accor-ding to De�nition 6 clauses whose heads are ? only contribute to close branches.Since negative formulas do not explicitly occur in PUHR tableaux, closure issimply detected by the presence of ?, which is simpler than checking for atomicclosure [3].De�nition8. Let S be a set of range-restricted clauses in implication form andA a set of ground atoms and disjunctions of ground atoms. A is said to besaturated with respect to S for the positive unit hyper-resolution and splittingexpansion rules when the following properties hold:



1. if (A1 ^ ::: ^ An ! E) 2 S, B1 2 A, ..., and Bn 2 A, and (A1 ^ ::: ^ An)and (B1; :::; Bn) are uni�able, then E� 2 A for a most general uni�er � of(A1 ^ :::^An) and (B1; :::; Bn).2. If (E1 _E2) 2 A, then E1 2 A or E2 2 A.Note that if B is an open branch of a PUHR tableau, then [B is not neces-sarily saturated. As well, if [B is saturated, then B is not necessarily open.Theorem9. (Refutation soundness) Let S be a set of range-restricted clau-ses in implication form. If there exists a closed PUHR tableau for S, then S isunsatis�able.De�nition10. A PUHR tableau is said to be fair, if the union of the nodes ofeach of its open branches is saturated for the expansion rules.Informally, a PUHR tableaux is fair if along each of its open branches, eachpossible application of an expansion rule is performed at least once. If B is abranch of a tableau, then Units([B) denotes the set of unit clauses that areelements of some nodes in B.Theorem11. (Refutation completeness) Let S be a set of range-restrictedclauses in implication form. If S is unsatis�able, then every fair positive unithyper-resolution tableau for S is closed.PUHR tableaux are de�ned for sets of range restricted clauses. Combinedwith the PUHR expansion rule of De�nition 6, the range restriction transforma-tion induces an enumeration of the ground terms.2.4 Implementation in PrologThe Prolog program of Figure 2 expands fair PUHR tableaux for sets of range-restricted clauses in implication form under a depth-�rst search strategy. Thetableaux expanded by this program are strict [3] and subsumption-free. Strict-ness means that no application of an expansion rule is performed more thanonce to given clauses, atoms, or disjunctions. Subsumption-freeness means thatonly ground disjunctions that are not subsumed by previously generated atomsor disjunctions can be split.Backtracking over satisfiable returns Herbrand modelsH(M). The groundatoms of M are inserted into the Prolog database by the predicate assume. Onbacktracking, they are removed. A clause A1 ^ ::: ^ An ! B1 _ ::: _ Bm is re-presented in the Prolog database as A1, ..., An ---> B1 ; ... ; Bm, where---> is declared as an in�x binary predicate. ? is represented as false, > asthe built-in predicate true, which is always satis�ed. Fairness is ensured by thecall to the all-solutions built-in predicate findall. The predicate component onbacktracking successively returns the atoms of a disjunction. The program ofFigure 2, called basic SATCHMO, as well as re�nements of it, were published�rst in [8], where the programs are explained in more detail and performance onbench mark examples is reported. The PUHR tableaux introduced in Section 2.3are a formalization of the principle of the SATCHMO programs.



satisfiable :-findall(Clause, violated_instance(Clause), Set),not (Set = []),!, violated_instance(B ---> H) :-satisfy_all(Set), (B ---> H),satisfiable. B,satisfiable. not H.satisfy_all([]). satisfy(E) :-satisfy_all([_B ---> H | Tail]) :- component(Atom, E),satisfy(H), not (Atom = false),satisfy_all(Tail). assume(Atom).component(Atom, (Atom ; _Rest)). assume(Atom) :-component(Atom, (_ ; Rest)) :- asserta(Atom).!, assume(Atom) :-component(Atom, Rest). once(retract(Atom)),component(Atom, Atom). fail.Fig. 2. The basic SATCHMO program.3 Model Generation with PUHR TableauxIn the previous section, PUHR tableaux were considered from the angle of re-futation. In this section, their properties with respect to model generation areinvestigated.Theorem12. (Model soundness) Let S be a satis�able set of range-restrictedclauses in implication form and T a fair PUHR tableau for S. If B is an openbranch of T , then H(Units([B)) is a model of S.Theorem13. (Minimal model completeness) Let S be a satis�able set ofrange-restricted clauses in implication form, T be a fair positive unit hyper-resolution tableau for S, and M a set of ground atoms. If H(M) is a minimalmodel of S, then there is a branch B of T such that Units([B) =M.The following example demonstrates that a plain PUHR tableau can generateboth, nonminimal and duplicate models.Example 2. Let S be the following set of clauses:>! P (a) _ P (b) P (a)! P (b) _ P (d)>! P (a) _ P (c) P (b)! P (a) _ P (d)Figure 3 is a PUHR tableau for S. The minimal model H(fP (a); P (b)g) of S isgenerated twice, at the leftmost branch and at the third branch from the leftof the PUHR tableau. The fourth branch from the left of the PUHR tableau



generates the nonminimal model H(fP (a); P (b); P (c)g). Note that the PUHRtableau returns among others all minimal models of S, i.e. H(fP (a); P (b)g),H(fP (a); P (d)g), and H(fP (b); P (c); P (d)g).>P (a) _ P (b)hhhhhhhhh VVVVVVVVVP (a) P (b)P (b) _ P (d)rrrr LLLL P (a) _ P (c)rrrr QQQQQQP (b) P (d) P (a) P (c)P (a) _ P (d)mmmmmm MMMMP (a) P (d)Fig. 3. A PUHR tableau with nonminimal and duplicate models.Theorem 13 is established, though in a di�erent context, in [1] and mentio-ned without proof in [6]. As the following counter-example shows, fairness isnecessary in Theorem 13.Example 3. With the theory S = f> ! P (a); P (x) ! P (f(x)) _ P (b); P (a) !P (b)g consistently expanding on the second clause will not allow the generationof the (only) minimal model H(fP (a); P (b)g) of S.4 Minimal Model GenerationBy Thorem 13 fair PUHR tableaux generate all minimal models. However, theyoften also generate duplicate and/or nonminimal models. A naive approach tominimal model generation consists in �rst expanding fair PUHR tableaux, andlater pruning them from redundant branches. In this section a more e�cientapproach is described which consists in pruning PUHR tableaux from redundantbranches as soon as possible. The pruning involves a re�nement of the splittingrule, and a speci�c search strategy based on depth-�rst search. Under certain�niteness conditions, the proposed procedure is complete.4.1 Finiteness PropertiesTheorem14. Let S be a set of formulas. If S has a �nitely representable Her-brand model it also has a �nite model.



The following result relates the �niteness of the set of minimal models to the�nite representability of the minimal models. Let us call �nitary a set of clauses,whose minimal Herbrand models are all �nitely representable.Theorem15. Let S be a set of clauses. If S is �nitary, then S has �nitely manyminimal Herbrand models.Although �nite representability (of a set of formulas) is a stronger propertythan �nite satis�ability, we conjecture that it is semi-decidable like �nite satis-�ability. We also conjecture that the �nitary property is semi-decidable.Let S be a set of clauses whose minimal Herbrand models are all �nitelyrepresentable. By Theorem 15 a PUHR tableau for S pruned from those branchescorresponding to nonminimal models is �nite. In many applications, the �niterepresentability of the minimal Herbrand models is often assumed. This is thecase in particular of disjunctive databases and of some forms of nonmonotonicreasoning [5].4.2 Complement SplittingIf C = A1 _ :::_ An is a disjunction of atoms, let Neg(C) denote the �nite setof clauses in implication form Neg(C) := fA1 !?; :::; An!?g.De�nition16. (Complement splitting rule)E1 _E2E1 j E2Neg(E2) jLike the splitting rule, the complement splitting rule (already mentionedin [8], called reduction in [11] and folding-down in [7]) is applied in the followingde�nitions to ground disjunctions. Tableaux expanded with the positive unithyper-resolution and the complement splitting rules are de�ned inductively, si-milarly as in De�nition 7. Let us call such tableaux PUHR complement tableaux.De�nition17. (PUHR complement tableaux)Positive unit hyper-resolution(PUHR) complement tableaux for a set S of clauses in implication form are treeswhose nodes are sets of ground atoms, disjunctions of ground atoms, and groundimplications of the form A!?. They are inductively de�ned as follows:1. f>g is a positive unit hyper-resolution complement tableau for S.2. If T is a PUHR complement tableau for S, if L is a leaf of T such that anapplication of the PUHR rule (resp. complement splitting rule) to formulasin L yields a formulaE (resp. two sets of formulas fE1; Neg(E2)g and fE2g),then the tree T 0 obtained from T by adding the node L[fEg (resp. the twonodes L [ fE1; Neg(E2)g and L [ fE2g) as successor(s) to L is a PUHRcomplement tableau for S.



For PUHR complement tableaux, closedness and openness of branches andtableaux are de�ned like in De�nition 7.De�nition18. Let S be a set of range-restricted clauses in implication formand A a set of ground atoms, disjunctions, and clauses in implication form. A issaid to be saturated with respect to S for the positive unit hyper-resolution andthe complement splitting expansion rules when the following properties hold:{ if (A1 ^ ::: ^ An ! E) 2 S, B1 2 A; :::; Bn 2 A, and (A1 ^ ::: ^ An) and(B1; :::; Bn) are uni�able, then E� 2 A for some most general uni�er � of(A1 ^ :::^An) and (B1; :::; Bn).{ If (E1 _E2) 2 A, then fE1g [Neg(E2) � A, or E2 2 A.Note that if A is saturated with respect to S for the positive unit hyper-resolution and the complement splitting expansion rules, then it is also saturatedfor the positive unit hyper-resolution and the splitting expansion rules. Modelsoundness for PUHR complement tableaux follows from Theorem 12.Theorem19. (Minimal model completeness for complement tableaux)Let S be a satis�able set of range-restricted clauses in implication form, T be afair PUHR complement tableau for S, and M a set of ground atoms. If H(M) isa minimal model of S, then there is a branch B of T such that Units([B) =M.The following example shows that complement splitting is not always su�-cient to prune all nonminimal models.Example 4. Let S = f> ! P (a); P (x) ! P (b) _ P (f(x)); P (a) ! P (b)g. LetT be the PUHR complement tableau for S by applying �rst the PUHR rule on> ! P (a) and P (a) ! P (b), and then alternatively the PUHR and split-ting rule on P (x) ! P (b) _ P (f(x)). Although H(fP (a); P (b)g) is the un-ique minimal model of S, T also has branches corresponding to the modelsH(fP (a); P (b); P (f(a)); :::; P (fn(a))g) for all n 2 N.Although possibly having branches corresponding to nonminimal models,PUHR complement tableaux never have two distinct branches de�ning the samemodel, as established next.Lemma20. Let S be a satis�able set of range-restricted clauses in implicationform, T be a fair PUHR complement tableau for S, and BL and BR be twoopen branches of T . If BL appears to the left of BR in T , then Units([BR) 6�Units([BL).Theorem21. Let S be a satis�able set of range-restricted clauses in implicationform, T be a fair PUHR complement tableau for S and B0; :::;Bi; ::: a left-to-rightenumeration of the open branches of T .1. H(Units([B0)) is a minimal model of S.2. If i 6= j, then Units([Bi) 6= Units([Bj)



The following example demonstrates that a PUHR complement tableau cangenerate nonminimalmodels. Note, however, that no models are returned twice.Example 5. Let S be the set of clauses of Example 2. Figure 4 gives a PUHR com-plement tableau for S. The models generated by this PUHR complement tableauare H(fP (a); P (d)g), H(fP (b); P (c); P (a)g), H(fP (b); P (a)g), and H(fP (b);P (c); P (d)g). Note that although some of them are not minimal, the PUHRcomplement tableau returns no duplicates.>P (a) _ P (b)kkkkkkk VVVVVVVVVVP (a) P (b)P (b)! ?P (b) _ P (d)pppp HHH P (a) _ P (c)qqqq OOOOOP (b) P (d) P (a) P (c)P (d)! ? P (c)! ?? P (a) _ P (d)ooooo HHHP (a) P (d)P (d)! ?Fig. 4. A PUHR complement tableau.4.3 Implementation of Complement SplittingComplement splitting can be built into SATCHMO by replacing the proce-dure satisfy by the following procedure cs_satisfy, as shown by Figure 5.cs_component returns not only the atoms of a disjunction, like component does,but also the rest of the disjunction on the right hand side of the returned atom(false if this right hand side is empty). This implementation departs slightlyfrom De�nition 16 since it represents Neg(A1 _ :::_An) as A1_ :::_An!? in-stead of fA1 !?; :::; An! ?g. Since the Ai are ground, the two representationsare equivalent.



cs_satisfy(E) :- cs_component(A, P, (A ; P)).cs_component(Atom, Suffix, E), cs_component(A, P, (_ ; Rest)) :-not (Atom = false), !,assume(Atom), cs_component(A, P, Rest).assume_neg(Suffix). cs_component(A, false, A).assume_neg(false) :-!.assume_neg(E) :-assume(E ---> false).Fig. 5. Complement splitting for basic SATCHMO4.4 Constrained SearchBy Theorem 21 the �rst model returned from a depth-�rst-left-�rst traversalof a PUHR complement tableau is minimal, and by Lemma 20 no models are�-larger than subsequently returned models. In order to prune PUHR com-plement tableaux from nonminimal models, it therefore su�ces to constrainany model under construction not to be �-larger than any previously retur-ned model. This is easily achieved by adding to the set of clauses a constraintNeg(fA1; ::::; Ang) = fA1^ :::^An !?g once a (�nite) modelH(fA1; ::::; Ang)has been constructed.De�nition22. (Minimal model generation procedure) Let S be a setof range restricted clauses in implication form. Applying the minimal modelgeneration procedure to S consists in a depth-�rst-left-�rst construction of afair PUHR complement tableau for S such that S is augmented with Neg(M)after each computation of a model H(M) of S.Note that, by De�nitions 7 and 16, if S1 and S2 are sets of range-restrictedclauses in implication form such that S1 � S2 and all clauses in S2nS1 are of theform A1 ^ :::^An !?, then every PUHR (complement) tableau for S2 can beobtained from a PUHR (complement) tableau for S1 by discarding ? from somenodes. Conversely, every PUHR (complement) tableau for S1 can be obtainedfrom a PUHR (complement) tableau for S2 by adding ? to some nodes. Recallthat a set of clauses is �nitary if its minimal Herbrand models are all �nitelyrepresentable.Theorem23. (Soundness and completeness of the minimal model ge-neration procedure) Let S be a �nite set of range-restricted clauses in impli-cation form. If S is �nitary, then applied on S, the minimal model generationprocedure terminates, returns all minimal models of S (i.e. it is complete), doesnot return any nonminimal model of S (i.e. it is sound), and does not returnany minimal model more than once.



The following example shows how the minimal model generation proceduregenerates only minimal models and does not return duplicates.Example 6. Figure 6 gives the search space of the minimalmodel generation pro-cedure for the set of clauses of Examples 2 and 5. Note that all models returnedby the procedure are minimal.>P (a) _ P (b)uuu TTTTTTTP (a) P (b)P (b)! ? P (a) ^ P (d)! ?P (b) _ P (d)zzz 666 P (a) _ P (c)rrrr QQQQQQP (b) P (d) P (a) P (c)P (d)! ? P (c)! ? P (b) ^ P (a)! ?? P (a) _ P (d)mmmmmm TTTTTTTTP (a) P (d)P (d)! ? P (b) ^ P (c) ^ P (a)! ??Fig. 6. A run of the minimal model generation procedure.It is worth noting that fairness is necessary for the minimalmodel generationprocedure, as the following counter-example shows.Example 7. Let S = f> ! P (a); P (x) ! P (f(x)) _ P (b); P (a) ! P (b)g. Anunfair PUHR complement tableau for S with leftmost branch fP (a); P (f(a));:::; P (fn(a)); :::g not containingP (b) does not return the minimalmodelH(fP (a);P (b)g) and does not give rise to applying the constraint P (a) ^ P (b) ! ? forpruning redundant branches.4.5 MM-SATCHMOFigure 7 gives a program, we call MM-SATCHMO, which implements the mi-nimal model generation procedure. It builds upon the implementation of com-plement splitting described in Section 4.2. A slight modi�cation of satisfiable



su�ces to construct the constraints induced by a (minimal) model. (vi standsfor violated_instance, mm_s_a for mm_satisfy_all).The argument of the procedure mm is the body of the constraint under con-struction. This data structure is redundant, for the model under construction isalso represented in the Prolog database. This redundancy can be easily removed,at the cost of a less readable program. A more serious source of ine�ciency liesin the way how violated clauses are detected: the last inserted atoms are notused for an incremental detection. Although quite simple, an incremental eva-luation requires longer and more complicated programs. An incremental clauseevaluation turns out to be especially bene�cial for the constrained search.minimal_model :- mm_s_a([], C, C).mm(true). mm_s_a([_B ---> H | Rest], C1, C3) :-mm_satisfy(H, A),mm(C1) :- and_merge(A, C1, C2),findall(Clause, vi(Clause), Set), mm_s_a(Rest, C2, C3).not (Set = []),!, mm_satisfy(E, Atom) :-mm_s_a(Set, C1, C2), cs_component(Atom, Suffix, E),mm(C2). not (Atom = false),mm(C) :- assume(Atom),asserta(C ---> false). assume_neg(Suffix).and_merge(Atom, true, Atom) :-!.and_merge(Atom, Conj, (Atom, Conj)).Fig. 7. The MM-SATCHMO program.5 Conclusions and Future WorkThis paper presented a positive unit hyper-resolution tableau method for com-puting the minimal Herbrand models of sets of range restricted clauses. Themethod is complete and sound in the sense that it generates all and only mini-mal models of its input set. A compact implementation of the procedure in theform of a short Prolog program called MM-SATCHMO was also presented.As a tableau procedure our approach enjoys a good degree of e�ciency stem-ming from its restricted search space, from limiting the applications of expansionrules and the use of matching without occur-check rather than full uni�cation.This is possible because, as a side-e�ect of a special range-restricted syntacticalform, the generated tableaux are ground. Since it makes instantiation necessary,groundness of tableaux might be considered as a source of ine�ciency in a re-



futation procedure. However, since Herbrand models are characterized as sets ofground atoms, this objection does not apply to a model generation procedure.As a model generation procedure, ours compares well with those reportedin the literature, many of which are not sound in the sense that they generatenonminimal models [8, 6]. Compared with approaches based on model genera-tion then testing for minimality [2, 9] our approach avoids nonminimal modelgeneration altogether. The generation of nonminimal models is aborted as soonas possible, in general before they are fully developed. Also, the method wepropose is applicable to �rst-order clauses and not con�ned to propositional orground theories as the algorithms reported in [2, 14, 9]. While the applicabilityof the approach proposed in this article to �rst-order theories is a major advan-tage, most of the techniques increasing the e�ciency for propositional or groundtheories proposed in [14, 9] can be incorporated into a version of our algorithmtailored for that case. In [5] an approach is described for testing for a \mini-consequence" property and for avoiding models that may be made nonminimalby the existential instantiation rule (or � expansion [3]). The concept is usefulwhen existential quanti�ers are allowed, which is not the case we consider in thepresent article.Among the limitations of the procedure are its applicability only to rangerestricted and so called �nitary theories. However, range restriction is not muchof a constraint, because a model preserving transformation of general clauses intorange restricted ones was given. We believe that much of real-life tasks enjoy the�niteness properties needed for the applicability of our procedure. One of theshortcomings of the procedure as reported here is its lack of incrementality.Further improvements, not discussed in this paper, can also be incorporated.Initial testing of a prototype of this procedure points to its e�ciency bothas a model generator, and as a refutation system [4]. Indeed, the restriction tominimal models often dramatically reduces the search space, thus speeding upthe closing of a tableaux. The prototype was able to deal with theories witha large number of minimal models with performances comparable to the bestreported in the literature [9]. Further testing is needed to better evaluate thegains in performance and compare the minimalmodel generation procedure withexisting systems.AcknowledgmentsWe thank Norbert Eisinger, Heribert Sch�utz and Tim Geisler for the many fruit-ful discussions on the topic of this paper. This research was done while thesecond author was visiting at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unchen on anAlexander von Humboldt Research Fellowship. The support of Alexander-von-Humboldt-Stiftung is appreciated. We also thank the three anonymous refereesfor useful comments.
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